AN INVESTMENT . . . FOR LIFE
If you felt that you could invest one week out of your
whole life and receive, in return, years of unmatched
value, would you be interested?
Hundreds of Square Dancers have discovered: "No
Summer Vacation packs so much permanent value in
Square Dancing pleasure as five days spent at Asilomar, Sets in Order's Annual Summer Camp."

A VArATIJAN THAT IAT

FARFVFIZI.

In surroundings that are fashioned for pleasure—
you square dance—round dance—sing and relax with
200 Square Dance friends. You eat wonderful food—
sleep in redwood lodges among groves of gnarled
cypress on the snow white sand dunes that line the
Monterey shores of the Pacific.

FOR YOU ..
This year, along with the many regular attractions,
Asilomar will feature a short course for callers, and a
complete program for the children and teenage youngsters of adults attending camp, with experienced Directors added for this purpose.
If Square Dancing is your hobby If you feel Square
Dancers are the greatest people in the world—if you
enjoy real downright fun—then Aciloninr is for YOU_
Brochures and applications will be mailed out in
April—You may have one sent to you by writing Sets
in Order Institutes, 462 N. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 48, Calif.
Special Note: Is Summer a bad time for you to
get away from home? Are you one of the many
people interested in a possible Special Institute
to be held in the early winter months of the year?
If so, let us know, c/0 Sets in Order Winter
Square Dance Institute-1956, 462 No. Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles 48, California.

Two Sessions this Summer:
June 27th thru July 2nd—July 31st thru August 5th.

AS 1 SEE IT
Published monthly by and for Square Dancers
and for the general enjoyment of all.
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by Bob Osgood

Driving home from Sunny Hills the other
night Ginger and I got ramblin' about Square
Dancing as "The Great American Dance."
We've been watching folks Square Dance
in almost every State for some time now and
its acceptance as a part of American Life
seems more and more assured with each
glimpse we get.
"For a long time this country of ours has
been referred to as the 'Melting Tot'," says
Ginger, "because its population is derived from
so many different nations. I feel that this term
could be applied in the dance field to our whole
square dance movement. This becomes apparent to me when see how the movements
of the square dance and the step patterns of
the round dance were derived from all different fields of the dance.
"The Allemande came to use from 18th
century France, the right and left grand is
found in many European folk dances, the twostep, waltz and gavotte developed from similar dances of the 18th and 19th century.
"Not only that, but many ideas and helps
are coming to us from the ballroom field, and
the ballet has given us such terms as 'pas de
basque' that we use almost every day.
have the feeling that these are welcome
influences rather than something to fear because only through assimilation and adaptation
of ideas from all fields of the dance will we
have a true dance of our American folks and
one which follows in the tradition of America,
the 'Melting Pot'."
Well, sir, soundsreasonable, doesn't it?
Thanks w all of you who said such nice
things about our December cover. It was our
first experiment in color and were mighty
enthusiastic. Now Frank Grundeen is coming
up with a real "Spectacular" that will be our
cover sometime in the Spring.
Sets in Order Subscription Dances seem to
be sprouting up all over the place. Bruce
Stotts just called one in Fresno. T.
Miller
held one in Osawatomie. Arnie calls one in
Sacramento, and we'll see a big one in Santa
Barbara on February 27th. We thank you
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n NE of the most colorful personalities in the
U whole square dance field, which abounds
with them, is that of M. R. Baird of Santa Fe,
N. M., known to his familiars as Pancho.
Square dance music is Pancho's main interest and it is brought to full flower in
such enlivening calls as "Smoke on the Water," currently one of the nation's favorites;
"Lady of Spain"; and "Out You Go," all of which are Pancho-originated. The first two
are singing calls; the latter rhythmic patter.
Pancho and his wife, Marie, are on the staff of United Squares Vacation Institute
held annually at Elkhart Lake, Wisconsin. They are also on the staff at The Shillings
Lightning "S" Square Dance Camp, La Veta, Colorado. The Bairds sing and entertain
at various square dance functions, including the Oklahoma State Festival. Pancho has
a square dance band and has played for a number of top callers at the Broken Arrow
Ranch in New Mexico. Pancho calls, too, as you know by his Western Jubilee recordings,
some of the best available.

SMONE ON THE WATER
By Pancho Baird, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Figure #1

Figure #2

Well now you allemande left your corner
And walk right by your own
Right hand swing old Sally Goodin
Swing a left hand there at home
Those ladies star right in the center
Till you meet your corner man
Then allemande left your corner
Partner right, a right and left grand
**Now there's smoke on the water, on the land,
in the sea
A right hand to your partner

Four gents center, make a circle
Turn it once around
Home you go, sashay your partner
Gents star right when you come down
Turn that star out in the center
Till your corner comes around
Then allemande left your corner
Grand right eight around the town
Repeat from **
Head gents bow down to your partner
Swing her round and round
Pass right through, go down the center
Separate go round the town
Walk right by your corner
Sashay your partners all
Then allemande left with the corner
Grand right eight around the hall
Repeat from **

Turn around and go back three
You'll do a left, right, left hand swing
Go all the way around
A right hand to your partner
Twirl her home and settle down.

PANCHO BAIRD. Here you can meet Pancho in an environment expressive of his
burning interest, the shades and sounds of square dance music. On the following
page, we present first installment of Pancho's article, "The Caller and Musicians."

4
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PICTURE OF THE MONTH

THE CALLER and MUSICIANS
Can Be Perfect Square Dance Partners
By PonchoBaird
Chapter One
URING the past several years numerous
articles and books have been written by
various authorities containing valuable information for a caller to use to help improve his
calling. The requirements for a successful
caller have been discussed and set forth in
many ways; however, one very important point
has been consistently overlooked by many
callers, and that is the relationship with the
musicians. It makes no difference how effective
a caller is with his rhythm, clarity, timing,
phrasing, and personality. If the calling is not
coordinated with the music, the call is not
going to be effective, regardless of hard a
caller tries. A poor musician can ruin a good
call just as easily as a poor caller can. The
purpose of this article is to discuss various
ways and means that a caller and musician
can integrate their activities to produce a better dance, whereby the dancers will enjoy both
caller and music.
Understanding Caller

There are very few callers today who thoroughly understand just what is going on "back
there" with the musicians. I have had the
opportunity to play for a few of these callers,
and 1 believe that all musicians will agree
that it is much easier to work with a caller
who understands some of the problems that a
musician encounters during a square dance.
I do not intend to convey the idea that the
caller should direct every movement the musician makes; nor should the musician attempt to
direct the caller, but I believe that all will
agree that most of the directing in the past
has come from the caller to the musician.
In order to qualify myself to speak for both
caller and musician, it will be necessary for
me to explain that I have been playing the
guitar in a square dance band at least twice
a week for the past five years. In New Mexico
6

we have member callers in our clubs, and
this means that we play for at least ten different callers at each dance. Over a period
of five years, a total of some 5,000 individual
calls have been played. I have also played
for some of the professional callers at The
Broken Arrow Ranch for the past two years
and at United Squares Vacation Institute in
Wisconsin. In addition, I have called a few
dances from time to time and have tried to
qualify myself as a caller, in order that I
might be able to provide better music for
other callers. I am also a regular square dancer
and this gives me, I believe, a three sided
view of square dancing.
Music "Felt"

A caller should have a good understanding
of music, insofar as various keys, speed and
breaks are concerned. It must be realized,
however, that most square dance musicians do
not play by written music, and their arrangements are what they feel, rather than an arrangement that has been written and played
note for note. Of course some tunes will vary
with different bands, and some allowance must
be made for this. One thing a caller should
not do is try to impress the musicians with
his knowledge of music and his ability to
direct every instrument in the band. This
makes a musician feel that the caller is not
satisfied with the music, and consequently the
musician will try too hard and will not play
naturally. Furthermore, most musicians are
rather sensitive people, and if they get the
idea that the caller is dissatisfied with the
music, and especially if the caller brings this
to the attention of the dancers, they are very
likely either to quit trying or to ruin the caller
deliberately by playing off key, off beat, or by
varying the speed of the music. These tactics
can ruin the very best caller in the world, and
don't ever think to the contrary.
SETS in ORDER, FEBRUARY, '55
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Highlights
AFTER-PARTIES

WANT A PLACE TO
SLEEP?

Ruth and Lacy Cook of
Oklahoma City, do their
part to publicize the
coming Convention. Here
you see them in their
Convention outfits. The
decorations on her dress
and his shirt are silk
screen prints of the Convention poster and in the
same colors. These make
gay, eye-catching items.

The How-Dee-Doo-Dee Galaxities, After Parties of the 4th National
Square Dance Convention in Oklahoma City, April 21-2 3, will be
held each evening at the close of the Municipal Auditorium sessions.
Thursday's and Friday's parties, April 21-22, will be held at popular
Blossom Heath, while that on Saturday, April 23, will be staged in
the glamorous Persian Room of the Skirvin-Tower Hotel in downtown
Oklahoma City. Reservations, due to hall restrictions, must be limited to 700 each evening, tickets will be $1.75 per person per night
and sold on a first-come, first-served basis. All payments received after
tickets are sold out will be returned. Several hundreds of After-Party
tickets have already been sold, so if you want "in," get your bid in
to Convention Headquarters, 2936 Bella Vista, Midwest City, Okla.
Howard Thornton, General Chairman of the National Convention,
urges visiting dancers to make their hotel reservations as soon as possible, so that there won't be any disappointments later. Requests for
housing reservations should be sent to Paul GraVette, 2612 W. Park,
Oklahoma City.

BETTER IT IS TO
PRE-REGISTER . .

If you have any idea at all that you MIGHT be lucky enough to be
among the throngs attending the National Convention, send in your
Pre-Registration. You can write Convention Headquarters for cards
to fill out. Price: $1.00 per person per day if you pre-register.

SPECIAL PARTIES .

Any groups desiring special luncheons, parties, or other get togethers
can have same by letting the Convention Headquarters folks know
well in advance.
-

Oklahoma City's spacious Municipal Auditorium,
where the National Square Dance Convention will
be held in April, has many different halls and meeting rooms where dancers will hold forth. Photo

Courtesy Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce.
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TEASING
Original Dance by M. R. "Rancho" Baird, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Record: Western Jubilee #587. Calls by "Pancho." #819- Instrumental.
Bow to your partner
Sashay your corner
Walk around left hand lady passing right shoulders back
to back.
Go back and swing your partner 'round and 'round
Allemande left your corner
Sashay 'round your partner
Walk around partner passing right shoulders.
Gents star right and turn it once around
Pass your partner, allemande left your corners one and all
Gents \Aja!k past corner and turn original corner for a left
allemande.
Join your hands and circle to the left go 'round the hall
Original partner is now on gent's right side.
Bow to your corner, promenade your partner
That corner girl was only teasing you.
The head two gents with your pretty little girl
Go in to the middle and back to the world
Head couples move to the center and then return to place.
Go forward again and make a right hand star
A left hand 'round your corner
This is a left hand turn 1 1/2 around.
Side couples to the center
Star once around from where you are
Allemade left your corner and you pass right by your own
Swing the right hand lady
Allemande left with same corner, then pass your partner
by the right shoulder and swing the right hand girl for a
new partner.
Promenade her right on home
Her name is Kitty, she sure is pretty
She's the gal that's teasing you.
Other names that rhyme can be used for this line.

ON THE COVER

The real meaning of a Square Dance Valentine,
a Pretty Girl—the big heart and frilly lace, has even
greater significance with us this month. Our cover
girl is Vera Mitchell, who, as a little girl, spent two
years in a German concentration camp. She met and
married her husband, Harry, when he was with the
American occupation troops in Austria. At present
they live in Venice, California, where they have
been Square Dancing for some three years. Vera
says, "I am so happy to be in America—and to be
Square Dancing." She indeed has added Valentine's
Day as one more day of freedom for which we can
all be grateful.

SETS in ORDER, FEBRUARY, '55

GIMMICK
Square Dancing
17HERE'S something about the pattern form
I of the square dance that seems to tickle
the imaginations of program chairmen and
makes "square dance" exhibitions come out in
a lot of different fields. We have seen square
dancing in water ballets; square dancing on
horseback; square dancing in wheel chairs;
square dancing on ice skates and on roller
skates. Could there be anything else to try?
But, yes. We have it on good authority that
in a recent Detroit air show—helicopters did
a square dance in the air! And in a Disney
movie scorpons bowed and swung to square
dance music.
On this page we show you some other related "gimmick" square dancing, and tell you
about the latest to come to light—that on tractors. The tractor square dance team which
performed at the California Farm Bureau Convention in Long Beach featured one of two
7

(Above) Pooches for Partners. That's what these ladies in
Reseda, California, have, as they make a star and the
poodles look mildly interested. In the background is
trainer J. King Ross, who thought up this novel exhibition.
(Right) Bagpiper "Scotty" Greeman blows in on the
square dance hoedowns played for the Engineer's Club
in Washington, D. C., while Joe Mazia calls. The dancers
were thr-r-illed by the blowing of "Soldier-r-s Joy," etc.

Does this remind you of any caller you've
danced to? Could he be cal ling his own
version of Jack Hoheisal's "Cat's Meow"?
Earl Pote of Casper, Wyoming, contributed
the picture.

known tractor teams in the country , the other
being in Yankton, South Dakota.
The California team is sponsored by the
Agriculture Engineers of the California State
Polytechnic College at San Luis Ob ispo. Drivers are students and the caller is Chuck Hammond of Pismo Beach. Performing intricate
maneuvers within a 60-foot square, the four
3-wheel type tractors simulated the dance patterns. Farm implements acted as lady partners
to the tractor drivers and key to the success
of the exhibition lay in a quick hitching device allowing the "partners" to be picked up
and dropped automatically; plus the expert
operating ability of the drivers.

Homer and Betty Howell, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Mhz
Quadrilles
THE MODERN WAY
By Homer Howell, Oklahoma City, Okla.
OW many of us recall the old-time waltz
quadrilles, especially the one that went:
"First couple down center, and there you divide
The lady goes right, gent the other side
Honor your partner, and don't be afraid
To take the corner lady and waltz promenade"?
Well, quietly but insistenly, there has been
a trend towards waltz quadrilles lately, not
the old-time kind but a new and modern type
of waltz quadrille that dancers are beginning
to accept and enjoy. Several record firms have
recently released music and instructions for
these modern waltz quadrilles and dancers are
buying and trying them. After all, a waltz
quadrille is merely round dancing in a square
formation, so it appeals to both square and
round dancers.
For novices, there are simple waltz quadrilles like, "My Isle of Golden Dreams," "HiLili," and, "Barbara Quadrille." These are surprisingly easy to learn and are sure to "sell"

H
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the beginner on waltz quadrilles for all time.
More difficult routines such as "Grand Square
Waltz Quadrille," "Elizabeth Quadrille," and
"Country Cousins' Star" are available for the
more experienced dancers and are favorites for
demonstrations and exhibitions. It's only a
matter of time and demand until there will be
a wide choice of music and dance patterns to
fit the needs of any level and preference in
waltz quadrilles.
Teaching these delightful dances is a little
different from teaching ordinary squares and
rounds, but not at all difficult. First, the
dancers should have a simple understanding
about musical phrases, or "paragraphs," so
that they can time their action and footwork
to fit the number of beats or measures in a
musical phrase. After a careful walk-thru of
the dance, the music is played and the "cue
calls" are chanted or prompted (not sung)
by the teacher, to prompt the dancers on the
required movements. When the dancers have
learned the steps and how to fit movements
to music, they can proudly execute the dance
alone, with no prompting from the teacher.
There is a deep-down satisfaction in dancing waltz quadrilles that sets them aside as
being something "special" in the dancing
realm. It is teamwork and joy-sharing in a
simple, easy-to-learn way, and it's a safe forecast that these lovely dances will soon find a
prominent place on dance programs throughout the nation.
SETS in ORDER, FEBRUARY, '55

PROCEDURE FOR SUBMISSION OF

NATIONAL CONVENTION BIDS
rr HE purpose of this procedure is to clearly
I define how, when and to whom a bid will
be submitted, the material and information
that should accompany the bid, and the conditions which govern the selection of the host
city for the convention.
The executive committee desires to emphasize their deep-rooted conviction in the worth
of the National Square Dance Convention and
to point out to all concerned that serious and
careful consideration should be given to the
submission of a bid. Pre-bid thought and planning is an indication of the ability of a sponsoring organization to successfully carry out
and enrich the traditions of the convention.
It must be foremost in our minds that the
convention is basically for square dancing and
its related activities and must be planned and
staged primarily for the enjoyment of square
dancers.
1. Bid should be submitted for the second
year following the current convention and
should be in the hands of the chairman of the
executive committee at least thirty (30) days
prior to the opening date of the current convention. (Example: Bids for the year 1957
should be submitted prior to March 21, 1955,
to Carl E. Anderson, 330 W. Cypress Ave.,
Redlands, Calif. Dates and chairman will
change each year.
2. Bid should be submitted and convention
sponsored by a recognized, active square
dancers' association, preferably with past experience in the planning and staging of successful square dance festivals or jamborees.
3. Sponsoring association should include
pledges of support from the various civic organizations such as the chamber of commerce,
park and recreation department, city officials,
and hotel, motel and restaurant associations,
insofar as possible.
4. Bid should include a general outline of
eating and housing facilities with the rates for
hotel and motel accommodations.
a. Hotel and motel associations should
agree to maintain their standard current rates during the convention.
5. Sponsoring association should indicate
degree of support and co-operation to be expected from their local callers' group, or, lacking an active callers' organization, from the
individual local callers. Harmonious relations
SETS in ORDER, FEBRUARY, '55

with the local callers are a prime factor in a
successful square dance convention.
6. Condition outlined in paragraph 5 should
also apply to the local musicians.
7. It is equally important to the success of
the convention that the sponsoring association
pledge to appoint as the convention general
chairman an active square dancer and not an
active professional caller.
8. Sponsoring association should indicate
that all profits derived from the convention
will be used for the furtherance of the square
dance activity and the means by which this
will be accomplished. However every effort
should be made to keep the expense of the
convention to the square dancer at a minimum
in order to encourage wide and active participation.
9. Sponsoring association should indicate
their acceptance of the published "Statement
of Policies for Conduct of National Square
Dance Convention," prepared by the executive
committee April 24, 1954. Copies may be obtained from the chairman of the executive
committee.
10. A detailed outline should b e submitted
of the available convention facilities indicating
location and suitability to square dancing, i.e.,
acoustics, type of floors, meeting rooms, booth
space, etc., and accessibility to other facilities
such as hotels, motels, restaurants and shopping district.
11. Bid should include general information
relative to geographical location, accessibility
by rail, air and highway, estimated number of
square dancers in the surrounding area, years
of active participation in square dancing, etc.
12. Proposed dates, with several alternatives,
may be submitted but convention should be
definitely planned for the period between
March 15 and July 15.
13. The selection of the host city by the
executive committee will be announced during the current convention following the submission of bids. Thus the host city will be
announced approximately two years prior to
the date of the convention for which the bid
has been submitted and will permit earlier
and more complete planning.
14. The selected host city should then be
prepared to announce firm dates at the convention to be held the following year.
11
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MEXICO

en Spew Veufeem9 ait Old 71teteeee
V ES, "South of the Boarder" square dancing is flourishing,
Itoo, thanks to the efforts of two transplanted Californians,
Win and Ed Edgerton from Carmel. Three years ago, after
having enjoyed square dancing in the States, the Edgertons
moved to Mexico City to live. They missed their square
dances so decided they should do a little pioneer work in the
activity. They met with a solid wall of apathy in the American
colony where they started, at first, since there had never been
a caller or any square dancing until their arrival.
The Edgertons persisted, however, and last November
their second beginners' group, sponsored by the Tenochtitlan
Square Dance Club, graduated, with 150 square dancers attending. There were also four callers besides the Edgertons,
for the latter have been teaching a callers' class. "One of
them," opines Ed, "is going to be better than teacher." Ed
specializes in teaching and calling patter calls; Win does
the singing calls.
They have six groups of dancers, Mexicans and Americans,
but, in the event you plan to visit the Edgertons' dances
on your Mexico City vacation, don't be deterred—Ed calls in
English! The Edgertons are always happy to welcome square
dance visitors, as witness one dance where there were a
couple from Seattle, one from Sun Valley, California, and
one from London, England.
We tip the sombrero to these enthusiastic folks who have
carried their love of square dancing across a nation's border.
(1) Meet Ed and Win Edgerton, square dance pioneers in Mexico City. The
drink she is about to sip is LEMONADE.
(2) Here is Ed with some senoritas who participated in the graduation exercises at Institute Antonio Alzate, an all-Mexican high school, where their
25-minute exhibition of American square dancing stole the show.
(3) Ed is shown here calling for an exhibition dance last July 4 in Mexico
City, under the auspices of the Mexican North American Institute of Cul
tural Relations. There were 1100 spectators.
(Below) This American and Mexican group comprises three squares of
exhibition dancers for whom Edgerton has called in assorted spots.
.. . .
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LEW figures in Square Dancing get
more of a work-out than the common
ol' garden variety couple promenade.
From the first half hour in a Beginner's Class, where the few basic steps
are introduced to the newcomer, and
up through the most advanced dancing,
the promenade plays a very prominent
part.
-

It's difficult to say in which form the
promenade position was first introduced.
Perhaps it was the bent arm of the gentleman offered to his partner, but today's
Square Dancing has developed several
favorites. The type of promenade used
determines the method of arriving at
the home position.
One of the more common forms found
in many parts of the country is that
shown in Figure One. Right hands are
joined on top; left hands underneath.
Hands are held comfortably high for
both dancers and the man's palms are
up—the ladies' down. What guiding the
man is to use is indicated by a slight lead
and not a yank or tug. in order to move
in time with the music and to arrive
home in time for the next call, the secret
is to promenade close to the center of
the set (Illustration 2) and not spread
out to the walls.
Other common promenades include
(3) the left hand on top, (4) Varsouvi
anna, (5) Hooked elbows, and (6)
Skaters, OA courtesy turn position.
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(EDITOR'S NOTE: This "Round The Outside Ring," a collection of interesting
Square Dancing news items from different parts of the country other than in
our immediate neighborhood is a regular feature of "Sets in Order" and will
be collected and written by Helen Orem, Assistant Editor. All information regarding activities of groups whose activities would fall in this category should
be sent to Mrs. Orem, at 462 North Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 48, California.

Nebraska

Washington

The Tri-State Recreation Council of Benkelman has elected new officers for 1955. Don
Berggren, Imperial, Nebr., is President; with
three Vice-Presidents, Jake Stevens of Eckley,
Colo., Alta Hier of Imperial, and Loyal Fortmeyer of Goodland, Kansas. Marie Uphouse
of Benkelman is Secretary and Emmor Graves,
Benkelman, is again Treasurer. During the
past year the Council has sponsored local
square dances, importing such callers as Bob
Osgood, Butch Nelson, Marvin Shilling, and
Johnny Le Clair. Several Council callers are
conducting beginners' classes and Leo Barnell
is teaching a round dance class.
Beginning Sunday, December 12, with Jim
Faulkenberry of Blue Springs, Mo., a series of
monthly open dances is being held at the Live
Stock Exchange Building in Omaha. Les
Gotcher, Ray Smith, and Al Scheer, will call
the March, April and May dances, respectively.
On New Year's Eve a Square Dance Frolic
was held in the Fremont City Auditorium,
with music by the Hayloft Trio of Omaha
. . . and another holiday party of note was
that given by Forrest Bronson of Council Bluffs
for his friends on December 28 at the Omaha
Live Stock Building.

Heber Shoemaker continues on KING-TV
every Tuesday night with Texas Jim Lewis on
a western show called Junction Jamboree,
which features square dancing 3 times in a
30 minute show. This show has brought lots
of new people into the square dance family
and is viewed with interest by both dancers
and non-dancers.
Wisconsin

New officers of the Wisconsin Square Dance
Leaders Council are: Mrs. Martha Clark, Milwaukee, President; Lyle Leatherman, Oshkosh, Vice-Pres.; Mrs. Ruth Johnson, Kenosha,
Secretary; and George Ziemann, Milwaukee,
Treasurer.

OCTAGON
S QuGGeS

Florida

Miami Beach will be the glamourous setting
for Florida's Third Annual Square and Folk
Dance Convention on April 29 through May
1st. There will be Workshops all day Friday
and Saturday presided over by some of the
country's finest leaders; a square dance breakfast and style show will lend festive presence;
there will be swim-parties, and big air-conditioned halls for the dancing.
The Florida West Coast Leaders' Assn. and
the Tampa Recreation Dept. got together on
January 14-15 to sponsor a Festival of square,
round, and folk dancing. Workshops and swapshops were featured, as well as a lot of good
dancing.
14

In Watertown, there is a nationally famous
3-story octagonal house and this landmark
was the inspiration for the name "Octagon
Squares" chosen by the Watertown square
dance club. The unusual badge pictured here
was designed by Mrs. Ralph Ebert, a club
member. It is distinctively recognizable and
lends itself well to club decorations.
The Wolf River Area Callers' Assn., a district group including callers in six central
Wisconsin counties, celebrated their second
anniversary with a Jamboree for all dancers
in the area, held at Appleton High School.
Manning and Nita Smith from Texas were the
callers for this special occasion.
SETS in ORDER, FEBRUARY, '55

Oregon

Roseburg was spotlighted on December 5,
when more than 500 square dance enthusiasts
journeyed in for the Buckeroo Club's 2nd Annual Jamboree, and all in spite of a heavy
rain. Callers featured on the Sunday program
included Lloyd Lewis, Martin Carter, jay
Blair, Clyde Charters, Ruth Stillion, Harry
Yoder, Doug Fosbury, B. M. Antle, Ray Hageman, Francis Walling, Howard Barnard, Bill
Kirk, Bill Cyphert, G. W. Gwyn, Leon Gorton,
Mel Stricklett, Hans Stelzenmueller, Norval
Cockeram and Hal Haskins. Curley Reynolds
was M.G.
Iowa

The Northwest Iowa Callers' Assn. recently
sponsored a Square Dance Jamboree at Cobblestone Ballroom, near Storm Lake, with Doc
Alumbaugh the featured caller. This climaxed
a six months' period of able leadership by
Walt Fuhrman of Cleghorn; Clete Jennings of
Storm Lake; and George Mundy of Quimby.
Arizona

Your Sets in Order Square Dance Calendars
should be boldly marked with the dates of
Feb. 25-26, for then is when square dancers
converge upon Phoenix for the 8th Annual
Valley of the Sun Festival and Fiddlers' Jamboree. Dancing will be held at the Phoenix
Union High School Gym, and Mike Michele
is General Chairman. Co-sponsored by the
Phoenix Parks Dept., the Festival will feature,
besides the dancing, a Saturday morning
breakfast at Bud Brown's Barn; a Style Show
under the direction of Florence Perchang on
Saturday P.M. at the Gym; exhibitions in the
charge of Johnny Walker; and the Fiddlers'
Contest under the direction of Harold Wilson.
-P
alsn, of orinrQP
There will h.Recently elected officers of the Yuma
County Square Dance Assn., are John Krackenberger, President; Babe Avery, Vice-Pres.;
and Vida Lee Hightower, Secy.-Treas. On January 28, the association sponsored a dance at
the Eagles Hall, with the Belles and Beaus as
Host Club, and Harley Smith from Los Angeles
as caller.
Tucson has recently formed a club called
Boots and Slippers, wherein the dancers hold
the reins of office. First officers are Clem
Marcoe, Lex Eager, Jenny Meyer, and Garnet
Renaker. The group plans to have out-of-town
callers as well as the very fine local ones.
JL
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Indiana

In South Bend the Callers' Club has inaugurated a new set-up for their meetings
during 1955. Regular monthly business meetings have been changed from Monday nights
to fourth Sundays, when a business meeting
will be held at 2:30 P.M. for an hour or so,
and this is followed by a square dance workshop. A pot-luck supper will be followed by
more dancing for those who wish to stay. The
group has been quite active in that they have
sponsored Ed Gilmore for a Callers' Workshop and Dance; a subscription dance for the
Hoosier Square Dancer Magazine, whose editor is Carl Geels; and they also choose the
Dance of the Month, on which they work
especially. Club officers are John Nice, Warren
Weaver, Edith Sostack, Ron Rich, Andy Smithberger, and Polly Miller.
Alabama

Folks have been square dancing in Lanett,
Alabama, for about five years now, have four
clubs going, with some 85 couples as members. Jimmy Clossin from Texas via Florida
started things off with a 3-day course in 1949
and Fred Caswell has carried on ever since.
The Second Annual Square Dance Round-Up
was held in Lanett on December H, when
callers and dancers were present from Florida,
Georgia, North and South Carolina, Tennessee
and Alabama.
The Birmingham Square Dance Association
announces its Second Annual Square Dance
Round-Up to be held March 19 at the Y.W.C.A.
in Birmingham. Dr. Fay Randall is chairman
of the committee on arrangements. Callers
interested in appearing on the program may
write to him at P.O. Box 1577, Birmingham 1.
Kansas

Members of the Lancers Couple Dance Club
and the Carefree Square Dance Club of Salina, Kansas, made up 3 squares and put on
a demonstration dance for the ladies of the
Miriam Rebekah Lodge No. 8 in Salina. After
the demonstration, the men danced with the
ladies of the lodge, some of whom were familiar with old time dancing, and they had a
wonderful time. One peppy little lady on the
floor was 84 years old. Part of this same
group of dancers have gone to the hospitals
at Fort Riley and Smoky Hill Air Base and
danced with the men there who were able.
The clubs find this a most rewarding activity.
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MISSOURI Rim an
Original Music and Dance by Cleo Harden, Coalinga, Calif.
Record: Windsor 7625.
Starting Position: Open dance pos, both facing LOD, inside hands joined.
Footwork: Opposite footwork throughout, steps described are for the M.
Measures
Step, Brush, Step, Close; Step, Brush, Step, Close; Turn, —, 2, —; Step.
1-4
Close, Step —;
Step fwd in LOD on L ft brush R ft fwd, step fwd again on R ft, close L ft
to R;repeat, starting R ft;partners then make a 3/4 turn away from each
other with 2 slow steps, M turning L face and stepping L-R, to end with
partners facing, M's back twd center, and joining M's L hand with W's R;
step to L side in LOD on L ft, close R ft to L, step again to L side on L ft,
turning 1/4 R on L ft to face RLOD.
5-8

Repeat action of meas 1-4 moving in RLOD and starting on R ft, ending
with partners facing, M's back twd center and partners joining both hands.

9-12

Step, Close, Step, —; Cross/Pivot, —, Touch, —; (back-to-back)
Step, Close, Step, —; Cross/Pivot, —, Touch, —; (face-to-face)
Step to L side in LOD on L ft close R ft to L, step again to L side on L;
release M's L from W's R hand and with trailing hands at shoulder height,
step on R ft across in front of L and pivot ',/2 L face on R to take a back-toback pos with partner, M facing twd center, touch L toe beside R while
releasing M's R hand from W's L and joining M's L hand with W's R. Repeat,
moving in PLOD, making a L face pivot to face partner and ending in
closed dance pos.

13-16 Two-Step Turn; Two-Step Turn; Fwd, —, Back, —; Back, —, Open Out, —;
Starting L ft, do 2 turning two-steps making a 3/4 CW turn so that M faces
in LOD and W in PLOD;with slow steps, step fwd in LOD on L, step bwd
in RLOD on R;step bwd again in RLOD on L, step fwd in LOD on R as W
pivots 1/2 R on her L ft so that partner end in open dance pos, both facing
LOD with inside hands joined.
17-24 Step, Brush, Step, Close; Step, Brush, Step, Close; Turn, —, 2, —; Step,
Close, Step, —; Step, Brush, Step, Close; Step, Brush, Step, Close; Turn, —,
2, —; Step, Close, Step, —;
Repeat action of meas 1-8.
25-28 Two-Step Turn; Two-Step Turn; Forward, —, Back, —; Back, —, Forward, —;
Repeat action of meas 13-16, except to keep closed pos, M facing LOD.
29-32 Two-Step Turn; Two-Step Turn; Twirl; Twirl;
Starting L ft do 2 slow turning two-steps making complete CW turn; W
then makes 2 complete R face twirls under her own R and M's L arm with 4
steps, R-L-R-L, as M takes 4 short steps fwd in LOD, L-R-L-R. End with partner in open dance pos, both facing in LOD, with inside hands joined and
ready to repeat the dance.
Repeat entire dance for a total of three times.
ENDING

At end of third and last time through the dance, W does a fast second twirl
with 3 steps, R-L-R, during ct 1 and 2 of meas 32, partners face each other
with M's back twd center on ct 3, then "chug" away from each other on
free ft, M's R and W's L, as they kick other ft fwd and acknowledge.
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THE-WORKSHOP
FOR CALLERS AND TEACHERS OF SQUARE AND ROUND DANCING

FEBRUARY, 1955
Rounds, Squares and Breaks sent in by callers
from nine different states and the District of
Columbia appear in this issue of "The Workshop." Over 4500 subscribers to "The Workshop"
are benefitting each month through the new material received from callers and dancers from all
over the country. "The Workshop" idea is growing and we would like your ideas and dances
to use in future issues. When submitting Squares
or Rounds, please be sure they are written as you
want them to appear. Dances are printed as
received.
"The Workshop" goes only to those who subscribe to the special Caller's Edition of Sets in
Order. The cost is 10c per issue ($1.20 per year),
and is bound right into your monthly magazine.
Pass the word along to your friends who do not
subscribe. We would like to share "The Workshop" and Sets in Order with them.
THIS OLE HOUSE
Original by Marcus Long, Dallas, Texas.
As Called by Ross Carney
Longhorn Record #109.
A. Four gents star out in the center
One time around in a right hand star
You can left hand swing your partner
Back right in like an allemande than
Shoot that star pick up your partner
And you'll promenade the floor
Promenade home with your honey
Ain't gonna need this house no more
B. You've gotta waist swing with your partner
Balance all then box the gnat
You've gottime to go to your corner
Box the flea from where you're at.
(The California version of box the gnat and
flea is used,following the waist swing the
couple balances right hand in right hand, the
gent simply makes an arch, thelady turns
under the arch and the gent steps around her,
then immediately pulls her by, passing right
shoulders and goes to original corner,with a
left hand, makes anarch,lady stepsunder,
gent steps around, pulls corner byand is
now facing original partner for a weave the
ring.)
You've got time to weave the ring
Until you meet on yonder shore
You've got time to swing your partner
She's the girl that you adore.
C. Chain four ladies through the center
Turn 'em around and chain 'em back
You can left hand swing your partner
Waitin' there at your ole shack
Right hand round your right hand lady
Then you walk right by your own
Left hand swing your corner lady
Once and a half, then meet your own.
Sequence of dance:
A-B-C-B-A-B-C-B.
SETS inORDER, FEBRUARY, '55

'ROUNDTHE CORNER QUADRILLE
By Jerry He lt, Cincinnati,Ohio
Record:Dot Label—My Mary,No. 15004-A.
Foot Work: The same forlady as for man in a
circle of four couples.
Two-Step Left, Two-Step Righ t
1-4
In a circle of eighthandsjoined, face
left and dofour two-steps (RLOD.)
Walk 2, 3, Face Out
5-8
Still facing left,walk three steps, on the
fourth count everyone does a 1 1/2 left
face turn facing out(RLOD).
9-16
Repeat meas 1-4 and 5-8(LOD). On last
count do a left faceturnfacingsquare
in home pos.
17-20 In 2, 3, Touch
Everyone walks tothe center of theset
L-R-L, touch right footat the ballof the
left foot, hands joined high.
21-24 Out 2,3, 4
Everyone backs outfour counts R-L-R-L,
at thispoint the circle is at arm's length.
25-28 Step Behind, Side Swing
Grapevine tothe left,swineright foot
across in front of left foot.
29-32 Step Behind, Side Close
Grapevine right starting with right foot
close left to right on fourth count.
33-40 Allemande Left
Allemande left with a left hand star.
41-56Promenade
Promenade the left hand ladyinskater's
pos, gents right hand in small of lady's
back, lady's left hand in gent's lefthand.
57-64Head LadiesChain Sides, Turn
1 and 3 ladies chain while 2and4 turn
in skater'sfashion.
Repeat frombeginning withsides active
on meas 57-64.
Repeat from beginning with allfour
ladies doing a 3/4 chain on meas 57-64.
Repeat meas 1-32 and bow topartner.
BREAK
By Jim York, Mill Valley, Calif.
Allemande left, allemande thar
Go right and left and form a star
Back around boys, but not too much
Eight rollaway and throw in the clutch
Same little girl a right hand all the way around
Then allemande left and away we go
A right and left, then do paso
Partner left and corner right
Partner left, a left hand around
A right to the corner and pull her by
Box the flea with sweetie pie
Gals star left three quarters 'round
And allemande left with your left ha nd, etc.
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LITTLE SPANiSH TWO-STEP
by Scotty and Doris Garrett, Seattle, Wash,
Record: Aqua Label No. 203.
Starting Position: Open dance pos, partners facing LOD, inside hands joined.
Footwork: Opposite footwork for M and W
throughout, steps described are for the M.
Measures
A
1-4
Face to Face; Back to Back, Pivot;
Progressing fwd in LOD, starting L twostep face to face;R two-step back to
back, drop hand holds and do R face
pivot on R foot to back to back pos to
travel in RLOD, joining man's L and
woman's R hands.
5-8
Side, Behind; Side, Turn; Side, Behind;
Side, Touch;
In a "grapevine" step, step to L side in
RLOD on L foot, step R foot across in
back of L; step to L side on I foot and
do L face turn to face partner, join both
hands;step to R side in RLOD on R foot,
step L. foot across in back of R;step to R
side on R foot and touch L beside R
keeping weight on R foot, drop man's I
and woman's R hands.
9-16
Repeat meas 1-8, taking partner in closed
dance pos.

B
17-20 Two-Step; Two-Step;
Starting man's L, take two turning twosteps to complete a three-quarter turn
progressing in LOD. End in Banjo pos,
R hips adjacent, M facing LOD.
21 24 Walk, 2; Two Step, Touch;
Starting L foot, walk fwd in LOD two
steps, L, R, then L two-step fwd and
touch R beside L. W does slight lift with
L instead of touch.
25 28 Walk, 2; Two Step, Touch;
Keeping R hips adjacent, starting R foot
walk bkwd in RLOD two steps, R, L,
then R two-step bkwd and touch L beside R. W also does touch.
29 32 Walk Around, 2, 3, 4;
Walk around in four steps, L, R, L, R,
retaining Banjo pos and making one and
one quarter turn to end M facing wall.
On 4th step, maneuver to face to face
pos, join both hands.
-

-

-

-

-

-

%•

33-36 Banjo, Swing; Back, Face; Banjo, Swing;
Back, Face;
Step fwd L into banjo butterfly pos, R
hips adjacent (both arms extended to
side), swing R fwd;step back on R, step
L -to face partner;step fwd R into butterfly pos, L hips adjacent (arms extended), swing L fwd;step back on L,
step R to face partner.
37 40 Step, Pivot, Touch; Step, Pivot, Touch;
Dropping man's L and woman's R hands,
step to L side in LOD on L foot doing L
face pivot to back to back pos; drop
man's R and woman's L hands, step to R
side in LOD on R foot and touch L beside
R; step to L side in RLOD on L foot making R face pivot to face partner and join
both hands, step to R side on R foot,
touch L beside R.
41 48 Repeat meas 33-40 and take partner in
dosed dance pos.
-

-

Repeat meas 17-32, ending withman's
R a nd .Amm an's Lhandsjoinedand face
LOD to repeat dance.
Dance repeats twice.
ENDING
Turn Away, 2, 3, Dip;
Release partner and in three steps do
individual turn away (M does L face turn
—W does R face turn), step I, R, L, to
face partner (M facing wall), join R hands
and step back on R pointing L forward
in dip balance.

49 64
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THIS OLE HOUSE
By Adalaide Courtney, Washington, D.C.
Longhorn Record
(A Round Dance Mixer)
Open pos, both facing LOD, inside hands joined.
Opposite footing throughout.
Walk, 2, 3, Turn; Back up, 2, 3, 4 in LOD
Walk fwd, in LOD, man starting L ft 4 steps,
pivoting in toward partner to end back to
LOD. Back up 4 steps in LOD, inside hands
joined.
Walk, 2, 3, Turn; Back up, 2, 3, 4 in RLOD
As above except travel in RLOD.
Pas de Basque Out and Pas de Basque In
Still facing in LOD.
Turn Away, 2, 3, 4
Man turns to his L to girl behind—Lady turns
to her R to man forward.
Two Step Turn Two Step Turn
One CW turn in closed dance pos, using two
two-steps.
Twirl; Twirl
Lady makes R face twirls under her own R
and man's L arm.
Dance pattern to this record 8 times, ending
with 4walks, 2twirls for ladyandbow.
-

-

-

-

—

-

-

SUSANNA
By 0. K. Insley, Englewood, Colo.
Done to McGregor Record #613 WOC.
OPENER AND FINISH
Everybody swing your honey, boys,
Swing her high and low,
Allemande left with your ole left hand,
Around the ring you go,
It's a grand old right and left, boys,
Walk on your heel and toe
Meet your honey and promenade,
With Jane and Jack and Joe.
FIGURE
The first and third lead to the right,
Change partners there and swing,
Tke that gal across the ring
And do the same old thing
Take those gals to the center
And circle till you're straight
When you're straight do a do-si-do
And don't you boys be late
It's partners by the left hand,
The opposite by the right,
It's partners left and home you go,
And promenade all night.
All singing—
Oh Susanna, don't you cry for me
I come from Louisiana with a banjo on my knee.
Repeat figure for sides, then heads and sides,
then repeat opener for finish.
Note—To time this right, each gent swings
each girl twice and in the do-si-do in the
center, the girls twirl twice.

DANCER—BREAK
Al Shipley, Kenosha, Wis.
Ladies center back to the bar
Gents to the center right hand star
Backs by the left and pass your maid
Pick up the next for a star promenade
Ladies turn back and meet this (same) gent
With a right hand around
Corners all left hand 'round
Patrners right halfway 'round
Back by the left all the way 'round
Gents star right across the land
Opposite lady left allemande
Dance right into a right and left grand
Right and left on a heel and toe
Meet your partner on you go
Catch the next for a dopaso
Patter.
Turn this girl and promenade.
Repeat 3 more times or for a break meet
partner and promenade.
SWINGING ON THE ROBERT E. LEE
By Larry Davidson, Long Beach, Calif.
Record: Windsor #7110.
Intro:
Well now you bow to your partner
Gonna give her swing
Sashay your corner on the left of the ring
See-saw your partner, watch her sparkle and
gleam
Swing on the corner with a full head of steam
Allemande left and you pass by your sweet
You swing with the next, she's the belle of the
fleet
Now promenade home singing that melody
Swinging on the Robert E. Lee.
Figure:
And now the head couples balance and swing
Promenade just half the outside ring
A right and left through—turn them around
The two ladies chain right across the old town
And now the four ladies chain on the tide
Roll promenade—you promenade your pretty little bride
Promenade with me walking down the levee
Swinging on the Robert E. Lee.
SAN LEANDRO RAMBLER
By Luke Raley., San 'Leandro, Calif.
First and third go forward and back
Forward again and box the gnat
Pull 'em by, go 'round one
Go into the middle and box the flea
Pass back to the side of the sea
Split that couple and line up four
Forward eight and back with you
Forward again and pass thru
Arch in the middle and the ends turn in
A right and left through and gone again
Turn 'em boys and pass thru
Split that couple and line up four
Forward eight and eight back out
Arch in the middle and the ends turn out
Go 'round one like you always do
Then down the middle and cross-trail thru
Split the ring go 'round one
Into the middle and box the gnat
Right and left thru the other way back
Turn 'em boys and pass thru
Allemande left, etc.

WABASH CANNON BALL
By Bill Hansen, WestCovina, Calif.
1.—Swing on that corner boys
She's pretty as can be
Now swing with that nextgirldown the line
She's young and fancy free
Now swing that gal across the hall
She's long and she's tall
She's your combination
Of that Wabash Cannon Ball.
Tag:
2.-1 and 3 with a right and left thru
Now turn your girl around
Lead to the right and circle four
And don't you dare fall down
Break at the heads and form two lines
Forward and pass thru
Turn to the left go single file
She'll left hand star with you
Gents double back on the outside track
And pass your partner twice
Whistle as you pass her
Box the gnat the corner nice
You promenade this partner
Pull the throttle and highball
Take her home and swing her
To the Wabash Cannon Ball.
3.—Do sa do your corner
See-saw your partners all
And swing your honey 'round and 'round
To the Wabash Cannon Ball.
Repeat No. 2 and No. 3
once more for heads
and twice for the sides.
4 — All four ladies grand chain
To the guy across from you
Chain right back across that set
It's once and a half you do
All four gents right hand star
Around the inside hall
Back and swing your honey 'round
To the Wabash Cannon Ball.
Repeat No. 3 only.
YORK'S DEAL
Ladies to the center and back to the bar
Then allemande left and allemande thar
Go right and left and form a star
Back up boys in a right hand star
Spread that star but not too much
Box the flea and throw in the clutch
Go twice around on the heel and toe
With the same little girl—do-paso
It's her by the left, corner by the right
Her by the left, a left hand around
The four gents star across the town
Turn the opposite lady with a left allemande
Partner right—go right and left grand.
SLAM ON THE BRAKES
By Marie Gray of Tucson, Arizona
Ladies to the center and back to the bar
Gents to the center with a right hand star
Oppostie lady like an allemande thar
Back up boys but not too far, now
*Throw in the clutch—slam on the brakes
Swing your own, she's got what it takes,
Now promenade, you gay old blades
There's no one cuter than your own sweet maids.
*On thiscall, gents release girlsas inregular
throw in clutch movement, and on"Slam on
the Brakes" they are in position to stop and
swing original partner.

CORINNA
Original Dance by M.R. "Pancho" Baird,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Record Western Jubilee #587 — With calls by
"Pancho"; No. 819—Instrumental.
Introduction:
—

Bow to your honey, get a way down low
Join your hands and away we go
Circle to the left in a pretty little ring
Break that ring with a corner swing
Get her on the right, hug her up tight
Circle to the left with all your might
Eight hands up and run to the middle
And pat your foot to the tune of the fiddle
With a one—two—three—four
Swing the corner on the side of the floor
Swing that lady go 'round and 'round
Then put her on the right when you come down
Swing your opposite across the hail
Original partner.
You ain't swung her tonight at all
Allemande left with your left hand
Partner right go right and left grand
Meet Corinna coming down the ring
Take her along and everybody sing
Chorus:
Corinna --, Where you been so long?
Serenade Corinna, sing her a song
Now swing Corinna, swing all night long.
Figure:
Ladies to the center and back to Joe
Gents star right on a heel and toe
Turn that star in the middle of the town
Back with the left when you come down
Meet Corinna and walk on by
Take Sally Goodin and you get her on the fly
Get 'ol Sally in a star promenade
With an arm around, don't be afraid
Gents swing out and all the way 'round
Ladies to the middle when you come down
Ladies star with a right hand high
Gents smile as you go by
Do-Pa-So and a little more do
A right to your corner and home you go
Turn this girl with a left, corner with a right,
return to first girl with a left hand turn.
Turn your partner with a left hand around
Ladies star in the middle of the town
Same gent with a left hand swing
Pick up the corner, promenade Corinna
Repeat Chorus.
Break:
Allemande left and the ladies star
Four gents stay right where you are
Allemande left in the same old way
Gents star right and ladies stay
Allemande left with your left hand
Partner right for a right and leftgrand
The above is a Triple Allemande.
Meet Corinna comin"round the ring
Meet that lady and you give her a swing
Allemande left ih the same ole style
Promenade go single file
Trail your lady 'till your feet get sore
With a boot-heel kicking up splinters on the floor
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CORINNA Continued
Gents step out and take a back track
Pass your own when you get back
All around your left hand lady
Right shoulder walk around.
See-Saw 'round your own little baby
Left shoulder walk around.
Allemande left on the corner of the ring
Promenade your own and everybody sing
Repeat Chorus.
-

THE OPPOSITE ONE

A Fun Dance
By "Zeke" Fallis, LaMesa, Calif.
First and third you bow and swing
Lead on out to the right of the ring
Circle up four you're doin' fine
Break at the head and form two lines
Now forward eight and back that way
Two and four do a half sashay
Now forward eight and back with you
Forward again and pass thru
Turn alone, let's have some fun
Now box the gnat with the opposite one
Gents with gents, ladies with ladies.
Face your partner and swing that maid
Original.
Take your lady and promenade
Back track now and take her along
Without releasing hands, you turn individually
and promenade the other way back.
Hey! That's my mistake you're all goin' wrong
Gal's roll back to a left allemande
Partner right and a right and left grand
Repeat for side couples, with heads doing
the half sashay.
YAKIMA TRAILS

By Ted Powell,Yakima, Wash.
Record:Any good hoedown.
Introduction: Caller's choice.
Figure:
1st couple stand back to back
Bump just halfway 'round that track
Crowd in between the opposite two
Forward four and back with you.
Now two by two you cross trail thru
No. 1 gent and No. 3 lady act as one person
and No. 3 gent and No. 1 lady act as one for
the cross trail thru.
Around just one and have a little fun
Forward eight and back with you
Now the center four cross trail thru
Each person does a cross trail individually.
Around just one, you're not thru yet
And box the gnat at the head of the set.
Now forward four and back with you
And forward again with a right and left thru
And turn right back with a do si do
Caller's choice on do-si-do patter here.
Corners all with a right hand 'round
Partner left like an allemande thar
And back 'em up boys in a right hand star
Now throw in the clutch and put 'er in low
It's twice around the ring you go
You pass your own and take the next for a left
allemande, etc.
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CALENDAR OF SQUARE DANCING EVENTS
Feb. 5—N. Central Dist. Winter Fest.
Arkansas City, Kans.
Feb. 5-3rd Ann. Houston Couple Dance Fest.
Houston, Texas.
Feb. 5-8th Ann. Carrot Fest. Dance
Holtville, Calif.
Feb. 11—Central Puget Sound Council's Winter Fest., Civic Audit., Seattle, Wash.
Feb. 12—Western Square Dance Assn. Dance
Armory, Sweetwater, Texas.
Feb. 18-19-4th Ann. Dixie Jamboree
Rec. Hall, St. George, Utah.
Feb. 19-7th Ann. Eb 'n' Ely Jamboree
U. of Md., College Park, Md.
Feb. 19-20-2nd Ann. Fresno Convention
Fresno, Calif.
Feb. 20—Danebo Circle 8-3rd Ann. Jamb.
Armory, Eugene, Ore.
Feb. 25-5th Ann. Rodeo Square Dance
Mansfiield School, Tucson, Ariz.
Feb. 25-26-8th Ann. Fest. & Fiddlers' Jamb.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Feb. 25-26-2nd Ann. Azalea Trail Fest.
Mobile, Ala.
Mar. 2-8th Ann. Callers' Roundup
Dillsburg Comm. Hall, Dillsburg, Pa.
Mar. 19-7th Ann. Spring Mid-Tex Jamboree
Austin, Texas.
Mar. 19—Birmingham Assn. 2nd Ann. RoundUp, Y.W.C.A., Birmingham, Ala.
Mar. 19—Annual Imperial Valley Assn. Fest.
El Centro, Calif.
Mar. 26—N.E. Dist. 8th Ann. Festival
Fair Grounds Arena, Tula, Okla.
Apr. 1-2-7th Ann. Spring Festival
Coliseum, Houston, Texas.
Apr. 2—N.W. District Festival
Enid, Okla.
Apr. 9—South Coast City of Hope Bene. Dance
Munic. Audit., Long Beach, Calif.
Apr. 13-16—National Folk Festival
St. Louis, Mo.
Apr. 16—North Central Dist. Festival
Ponca City, Okla.
Apr. 17-1st Dist. A-Square-D Spring Roundup, Olive Recr., Burbank, Calif.
Apr. 21-23-4th Ann. National Convention
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Apr. 29-May 1-3rd Ann. Festival
Miami Beach, Fla.
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RELEASES
for
FEBRUARY

AREA COUPLE OF

Sweethearts
ALLEGORICALLY SPEAKING
THAT IS . . . GOSH!
DID THAT COME OUT OF US?

DUSTY ROADS
JACK HAWES on banjo

BEAUMONT RAG
AND

WOODSHED FOUR
S. I. 0. 2069/70
78 R. P. M.
without calls
YOU'LL LIKE THE DANCEABLE
RHYTHMS OF THESE
TRADITIONAL NUMBERS

ats'

RECORDS

Order from your local dealer
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gou

Op

combo
of comfort -style

i n a dancing shoe with
full hard sole and a
heel for best

support. AdJustable
drawstriri6 and ribbon
ties add to dainty
foot appeal. Shoes
come in black - avid
w hlte (Rather only
-

5. 95

WRITE FOR
16 PAGE
ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG 20c

sizes
31 to q

harrow
mid, medium
No C.O.D's
Please
Add 35c
for postage
12715 VENTURA BLVD., NO. HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.

NEW Rock Candy Recordings !
for capability.
for danceability....
for listenability.
..

Rill insiAy's Reel
a.
a fiddle-tune composed specially for us by our
own Insley (Bill) Hann, the only man we know
who can make one fiddle sound like four. Seven
wonderful minutes of it on 33 1-3, backed by a
Cackling Hen that will take you right back to
the barnyard.
-

Last Night
on the Back Porch
newest singing-patter call by PAUL HUNT who
composed your favorites, Bully of the Town, Bye
Bye Blues and Smiles. On the back of this one:
Wha Saw the Bonny Laddies?, a hoedown made
from a fascinating old Scottish air.

Ask for:
705: LAST NIGHT — BONNY LADDIES
C-705: LAST NIGHT — DEVIL'S CHAIN: CALLED
3705: BILL INSLEY —CACKLING HEN; ON 33 1-3

18

("From the Floor" is the Square Dancer's opportunity
to take "pot shots" at "Sets in Order" or the Square
Dancing picture in general. Send your comments to the
Editor, "Sets in Order," giving full name and address.
Unsigned letters will be disregarded.)

Dear Editor:
Speaking for myself, and a number of our
dancers in this area, I would like to say how
much we enjoy and look forward to our issue
of Sets in Order each month. As a caller, I
find the Workshop and the featured new calls
interesting, although I prefer to wait until I
have danced them to someone else's calling
before I tackle them myself. Most of all, however, I like to read of the activity in other
sections of the country, and the theoretical
subjects on history, styling, etc.
One thing I have heard from a number of
people out this way and hope you will view
this as a constructive suggestion, is that they
would like to see more of our callers from here
in the Northeast featured in your caller of the
month series. To my knowledge, Ralph Page,
Al Brundage, and Charlie Baldwin are the only
ones to receive this distinction. As you know,
there are a good many callers up this way who
are recognized leaders in our field, such as
Dick Kraus, Dick Forscher, Dick Doyle, Paul
Hunt, Bob Brundage, Rube Merchant, etc.,
whose stories would make interesting reading
for your subscribers. Could we see a little
about them once in awhile?
Slim Sterling
Yonkers, N. Y.
(Ed. Note. We are grateful for suggestions
on callers to be featured from your area. We
try to space our callers of the month with
some degree of geographical fairness, but with
only 12 issues a year, it is quite a task to
choose among so many good ones.)
(More Letters on Page 20)
SETS in ORDER, FEBRUARY, '55
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in RECORDS and PUBLICATIONS
Catering to SQUARE DANCERS thruout the U.S. & Canada
* NEW YORK . FOLK DANCER RECORD SERVICE, 108 W. 16 St., New York City 11
* ILLINOIS . .

. ANDY'S RECORD CENTER, 3921 West North Ave., Chicago
DELUXE MUSIC SQUARE DANCE SHOP, 3965 N. Milwaukee, Chicago
GATES' VILLAGE MUSIC SHOPPE, 806 S. Oak Park Ave., Oak Park

* COLORADO .

HALL'S SQUARE DANCE RECORDS, 2850 Newport Street, Denver 7

* OREGON . . . ART & METHA'S RECORD CHEST, 730 N.W. 21st Avenue, Portland
PIFER'S RECORD SHOP, 619 N.E. Grand, Portland 1.4

* WISCONSIN
*

MIDWEST RADIO COMPANY, 3414 W. North Ave., Milwaukee

IOWA . . . . . RAY DE O'RAY SYSTEM, INC., 412-14 West 7th St., Sioux City

* CALIFORNIA . • ARCADIA MUSIC MART, 21 East Huntington Drive, Arcadia
EARL PECHIN'S DO-SI-DO ROOM, 4364 Sepulveda Blvd., Culver City
MODERN RADIO, 1475 Haight Street, San Francisco
SQUARE DANCE SQUARE, Summerland, California
PAUL ERFER'S FOLK ARTS BAZAAR, 625 Shatto Place, Los Angeles 5

* KANSAS . . . MISSION RECORD SHOP, 5908 Woodson Road, Mission
THE RECORD SHOP, 153 North Broadway, Wichita 2

*

NEW JERSEY . . AMERICAN SQUARES BOOK-RECORD SHOP, 1159 Broad St., Newark

* CANADA . . VIVIAN SCOTT DANCE CRAFT, 1406 W. Bdwy., Vancouver, B.C.

SEE THESE DEALERS FOR COMPLETE LINE OF aff
HERE'S
SETS in ORDER'S LATEST

RECORDS

S.I.O. 2069/70—BEAUMONT RAG/DUSTY ROADS
The Woodshed Four and Jack Hawes on Banjo

IDENTIFY
YOURSELF
and your CLUB
NAME BADGES provide a better,
"easier" atmosphere at dances
and festivals. Write for samples
and prices of these sturdy colorful plastic - coated badges!

WENDELL - NORTHWESTERN
DEPT SD 4 325 MARQUETTE AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

'TOW N

LETTERS - Continued
Dear Editor:
. . I am the very, very proud owner of
every copy of Sets in Order that ever rolled
off the press—not a copy missing. Money
couldn't buy my collection. Without Sets in
Order, dancing just wouldn't be . . .
Terry C. Knight
San Bernardino, Calif.

;ORIN: RI

a-4A"1
moSTINI1

Balance & Swing Club;
BUTTONS 'N' BEAUX
B/LL
SQUARE DANCERS

J

LONDON RIDING STORES
Lead the Square Dance Field
COME DOWN
TO OUR
FIRST SALE
IN TWO YEARS
February 11-19
OUR BALLEREZE — $5.95

Dear Editor:
I this morning received a copy of Square
Dancing for Intermediates and "Fillers and
Breaks." I cannot begin to tell you how very
useful these two books will be to me—and to
us all this side of the ocean. How I wish we
could just walk into any news agent's and
demand books like this, but I guess we still
have a lot of pioneering to do here before we
can get the publishers feeling that it would
be a practical undertaking. However, things
keep moving very slowly along the right road
—more and more folks are creeping into the
movement. The B.B.C. is again about to give
us a weekly programme and if this is done
well we should increase the numbers.
Nina Wilde
London, England

PROMENADER BOOTS
Two-tone brown—
black and walnut.

$10.95
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED—M.O. Division, P.O.
Box 23, El Monte, Calif.
Californians add 3% sales tax. May we add your
name to our mailing list? Our new catalog is ready.

PASADENA, CALIF.
646 E. Colorado Blvd.

EL MONTE, CALIF.
111 W. Valley Blvd.

Open Mon. & Fri. Eves Open Fri. & Sat. Eves
FO 8-3985, AT 1-1668
SY 6-2240

Dear Editor:
Did you ever think of putting the cartoon
on the front of the magazine instead of the
back? Just think, then people could start laughing right away and not wait until they have
gone to all the trouble of flipping the magazine over and the energy thus saved could be
used for more square dancing. Seriously—no,
humorously—that Grundeen's terrific.
Clem Lyons
Hatfield, Ind.

F LA S H ! "Pretty Little Widow" is flip with "The Eighth of January"
on HOEDOWN
For more information contact your Dealer February 15th. Ask for

HD 503

—

"EIGHTH OF JANUARY" (flip) "PRETTY LITTLE WIDOW"

with music by Harry Raby and the 3-D Valley Boys (Instrumental Hoedown)
It's the music behind the caller that makes any dance a success
Try our recordings—especially on Hi-Fi—and you will agree

"HOEDOWN HAS THE MOSTEST OF THE BESTEST"

HOEDOWN RECORD COMPANY
Cal Golden, Owner and Producer
Business Office: 5807 Vassar Avenue, Seattle, Wash.
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NOTICE

DANCE-CLUB BADGES

PAWS Glid-TAWS

For
INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS'
NAMES

Western Plastic Products announce s: We
have made a plastic name bodge (Pat. No.

Air- --mill.- -law

Mode of Clear Plastic
With Safety Clasp Pin
Light Weight
Colorful

ek-

PAT SCHAff j
Approx. 1/2 Size

Write Us for Samples and Prices

- WESTERN PLASTIC PRODUCTS
1703 Magnolia Ave. - Long Beach 13, Calif.
Owar• A Skl"

ro re

/-4111/47CLEJ

#F.A

2,364,870) for organizations for many
years. We operate under no other name.
We are not affiliated with any othe r firm.
We hove no post office box address. When
you are in our vicinity, please visit us and
tour our modern plant. Office and factory
'4111- are at address shown to your left.

• enc. n"%a, tAr"tAl
r vvv vv vv

ACCEPTS "DON'TS"
The Los Angeles Callers' Pow Wow, who
meet on 5th Sundays, decided at their last
meeting that the 3 C's in Square Dancing are:
Courtesy; Consideration; and Comfort. The
eight most uncomfortable figures or DON'TS
were established as follows:
1. The balance and jump on allemande left.
2. Holding the right hand lady's left hand
while doing the entire sashay portion
of the allemande A.
3. Doing Box the Gnat or Dishrag on the

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

double turnback without thecaller (areefing the dancer to do so.
Jerking arms in ballonet portion of Alamo
style and doing Box the Gnat or Box the
Flea without the caller directing the
dancer to do so.
Twirling partner from a swing to a
ladies' chain or an allemande left, etc.
Back-lashing the ladies (turning the ladies under the arm) in a right and left
grand.
Back-lashing the ladies into a swing.
Twirling the ladies during promenade.

MEH TI MEE EFF1110

462 NORTH ROBERTSON BOULEVARD, LOS ANGELES 48, CALIFORNIA

n

New____ $2.50
Renewal
Sets in Order Regular Edition 1 year subscription
New
3 70
Reg. EA. p!u W r• r h p I-1 Pi=n
Cr
1 .00 ea.
A Collection of Square Dance Breaks and Fillers
1 .00 ea.
Square Dancing for Beginners
I .00 ea.
Square Dancing for Intermediates
I .00 ea.
Square Dancing - the Newer and Advanced
1.00 ea
Dancin'
R-und
1.00 ea.
Today's Round Dances
1.00 ea.
Roundancer Up-To-Date
1.00 ea.
Round 'N Round
1.00 ea.
Jonesy
Singing Calls for Square Dancing
2.50 ea.
Sets in Order 5 Year Book
1.75 ea.
Sets Binder
Red & Silver 'Linked Squares'
.05 ea.
Brown & Yellow 'Square Dancer'
Decals:
...1c;

Ili '1/4-.1 I LI %.7. I

%.1 I u

J

I- y..1111%-M

*(For quantities from 1-5 include self-addressed stamped envelope. For orders of 6-24 include
15c postage and handling. 5.1.0. pays postage on orders of 25 or more decals).

Recognition Pins (safety clasp)

PLUS
POSTAI
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10

.25

*

.75 ea.

**

.10 ea.

.20

**(For quantities from 1-5 i.iclude 15c for postage & handling. For orders of 6-24 include 25c
postage. 5.1.0. pays postage on orders of 25 or more pins).

Diplomas: Indicate for Square or Round Dancing. Minimum order of 10
TOTAL
NAME

Californians odd 3% sales tax

AnriRFcc
CITY

-

STATE

DC CI IDC
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ALL ITEMS EXCEPT SUBSCRIPTIOI

for the man who has everything — for the man who
has nothing — give him

eive 40:149-4449

by felix

41""

hand painted and personalized with
club and association emblems
— names or initials —
_ assorted western motifs —
**
your choice of designs and colors
$1.50 each
86111/4 santa monica blvd.
incl. tax & postage
hollywood 46, calif.
cr 6-9934
quantity price on request — dealer inquiries invited

hand-painted blouses, western style; write for details

PANCHO'S
BACK ! !

*;;DrESTER

First it was "Smoke On The Water" and "Lady Of Spain."
Now Pancho Baird has originated two more square dance
routines designed to send you — dancing!
585 — TEASING called, flip Key "F"
586 — CORRINA called, flip Key "G"
587 — TEASING & CORRINA, called
819 — TEASING & CORRINA, Instr.
Calls by Pancho — Music by "The Gitfiddlers." Instruction
sheets of course.

Waters
708 E. Garfield

ReeAra etufgaiget
Phoenix, Arizona

•

There's a NEW TREND for 1955

—

You DON'T have to "keep up with the Joneses"!
So dust off your favorites, and dance for joy.

Don't Walk DANCE!
And remember, we have beautiful music for
beautiful dances. Write for our catalogue of
Rounds, Circles, Mixers and Quadrilles.
Ask Your Dealer, or Write

afloya

Skaw

—

RECORDINGS, INC.
Box 203
Colorado Springs, Colorado

AMERICAN
SQUARES
The Magazine of American Folk
Dancing

New Calls * Old Calls * Record Reviews *
Book Reviews * National News * Dances
* Complete information for caller and dancer *
*

Edited by RICKEY HOLDEN

If you are not a subscriber write us for FREE 'amp'.
copy: AMERICAN SQUARES, 2117-8 Meadow Lane,
Arden, Wilmington 3, Delaware.
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A CALLER'S PRAYER

By J. Edward Johnston, Kensington, Md.
"Square dancing is a lot of fun," one heard
the dancers say
Let my job add much to this, but not to take
away.
And though my contribution to square dancing be so small
Let that contribution provide joy and fun for
all.
And when before the microphone my voice
soars in the breeze
Let simplicity guide my calling and the dancers dance with ease.
When someone says that I'm all right but you
ought to hear old Joe
Don't let my feelings turn flip-flops and hurt
my ego so.
I'm not out front competing, hand claps are
not for me;
It's because those folks enjoyed the dance
their hearts are full of glee.
Other callers are all swell guys, some better
on the old hoedown
But as long as I can serve at all I'll still be
hanging 'round.
Let me not stoop to quibbling when dance
clubs rip and snort;
Little can be added if I, too, blow my cork.
My job now as I see it, is not for the halls
of fame
It's just to fill a humble spot, so gents can
dance their dames.
And when the evening's over and the last call
has been sung,
I hope that I will merit the words, "That's a
job well done."
Pennsylvania

If you go 12 miles southwest of Harrisburg
on U.S. Route 15 on March 2, you're liable
to find a real whingding square dance at
Dillsburg Community Hall. 15 callers from
Pennsylvania and Maryland will be on hand
for the 8th Annual Square Dance Callers'
Roundup, hoedown will be furnished by Tom
Hoffman and his Ramblers, and everybody's
welcome.
SETS in ORDER, FEBRUARY, '55

AQUA

Releases Two New Rounds .

"LITTLE SPANISH TWO-STEP"

A fascinating Two-Step to a favorite old tune

This dance was originated by Scotty and Doris Garrett, popular
dance leaders of the Northwest. it's unique, not too complicated,
just enough to make it interesting.

-"VIENNA DREAMS"

AND A BEAUTIFUL FLOWING VIENNESE WALTZ

Ask for AQUA RECORD No. 203
at your favorite record shop

Aqua Records are now handled by dealers and distributors
throughout the United States and Canada

AQUA RECORD CO.
960 Westlake Avenue, North

Seattle 9, Washington

(Write for free list of all Aqua Records & information on nearest dealer & distributor)

VOLUME "A"
30 Beginner Folk Dances

VOLUME "B"
25 Intermediate Folk Dances
Price $2.00 each (includes postage)
Order from

Folk Dance Federation of California
420 Market Street, Room 521, San Francisco 11, Calif.

SUBSCRIBE
NOW!
$2.00
per year
(10 issues)

Your Texas
SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE
FOOT & FIDDLE — 1501 Travis Hgts. Blvd.
Austin, Texas

AL BRUNDAGE SELLS COUNTRY BARN
Al Brundage, whose name was for so long
synonomous with the Country Barn at Stepney, Conn., found that his square dance program was out-growing the space provided in
the barn and so disposed of it to George Cornden, of Westport. The new owner plans to
continue the weekly Saturday night square
dances which are a tradition of the area.
Al will continue to call occasionally at the
Barn but plans to devote more of his time to
Workshops and calling to groups along the
Atlantic seaboard. Al and his wife, Mary, are
now located at Candlewood Shores, Brookfield,
Conn., and have been leaders in the square
dance activity for nearly 20 years. Al started
calling when he was 15, and conducted his
first Workshop school at the U. of Conn.
After calling about in various New England
halls, Al finally built the Country Barn. Shaped
something like a Quonset hut, it holds 21
squares and besides the Saturday night affairs, has held classes, clubs, workshops and
vacation schools. Al's summer vacation school
is now called the Funstitute and will be held
at the deluxe U.S. Thayer Hotel at West Point,
N. Y.—two sessions each summer.

MAC GREGOR RECORDS
LATEST COUPLE DANCE RELEASES -STILL GOING STRONG!
699 "HOKEY POKEY" — "BUNNY HOP"
700—"BEAUTIFUL DOLL MIXER — "WALTZ OF THE RIVER SEINE"
701 "COUNTRY TWO-STEP" — "LAZY TWO-STEP"
nrwr KNOW WHY"
71
"WALT7TIMF"
711 "WALTZ TOGETHER" — "WRANGLER'S TWO-STEP"
722—"I MISS MY SWISS"
723 "METRO POLKA"

"DOWNHILL DRAG"
"LITTLE GRASS SHACK"

All Records Complete with Instructions

HAVE YOU DANCED TO "JONESY'S" LATEST?
WRITE FOR

CATALOG

MAC GREGOR RECORDS
729 SOUTH WESTERN AVENUE

24
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TIFS. ANn TIF ci InFc
A. 3M-1 STUBBY, handpainted western design with sequins
1.95
SILVER TIE SLIDES
3M-2 STUBBY, unpainted in solid
color
1.25 or 3 for 2.95

2J -6401

Boot

2.95

B. 3M-3 HONDO, brown or black

2J-6404 Hot

1.95

plastic thong with sterling silver
"Dancer" tie slide
3.95

1J-2 Cowbell

2.95

3J-1 Dancers

2.95

C 2M-362 WESTERN, handpainted
"Dancers" with sequins
1.95

D. 2M-363 WESTERN, handpainted
1.95
"Dancers" with sequins
2M-361 WESTERN, unpainted in
1.00 or 4 for 2.95
solid color
E. 1M-500 SUEDE CLIP-ON, handmade and trimmed with brilliants

1.95
F. 2M-K321 PRE-TIED CLIP-ON, in
1.00 or 4 for 2.95
solid color
G. 2M-K371 UNTIED STRING, (not
1.00 or 4 for 2.95
pictured)

Cloth ties are rayon and acetate. All ties available in red, green, brown, black, white, wine, royal, tan, grey, navy,
and yellow. Give style number and two color choices. Californians add tax.

SQUARE DANCING'S LEADING SUPPLY HOUSE

SUMMERLAND 2. CALIFORNIA
ON U.S. 101 SIX MILES S.E. OF SANTA BARBARA. PHONE: SANTA BARBARA. WOODLAND 9 4201
-

FM ARM "Mg
By Jim York, Mill Valley, Calif.
First old couple bow and swing
Down the center go split the ring
Around one and you're four in line
Forward and back to the tune of the fiddle
Line of four moves forward and back.
Then split the ring—divide in the middle
Couple around one and it's four in line
Line of four moves across set to #1 pos; Man #3 and
Lady #3 drop hands. Man #1 and Lady #3, inside hands
ioined, turn to right, go around and behind lady #4, split
couple #4 and stand four in line. Lady #1 and man #3
work similiarly going around man #2 and splitting couple
#2 to stand four in line.
Forward eight and back with you
Arch in the middle—ends duck through
Movement the same as in "Ends Turn In.
Go around one—then half sashay
Couples #2 and #4 who have just ducked thru will separate and go around one. Lady #4 will meet man #2 at
#1 pos and do a half sashay which will put lady on man's
right. Man #4 and lady #2 will do the same in # 3 pos.
Do a right and left through across the way
Man #2 and lady #4 do a right and left thru with man
#4 and lady #2.
Turn on around and pass through
Split the ring—and walk around just one
Stand four in line—we'll have some fun
Forward eight and back with you
Arch in the middle—ends duck through
Go around one—then Box the Gnat
Man #1 now meets lady #1 in #1 pos and does a Box
the Gnat. Same for man #3 and lady #3 in #3 pos.
Pull her by and listen pat
/Lb
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READ THIS BADGE ACROSS THE SET!

GEORGE
WASHINGTON
TOWN OR CLUB
ACTUAL SIZE

White engraved letters
on shiny black plastic—
safety clasp pin. Attractive—LEGIBLE—Durable.
Send $1.00 for 2 badges
postpaid. Design Badges
Club Badges—send for
prices and samples to—

BLUE ENGRAVERS

SIZED TO NAME
902 AVERILL AVE., SAN PEDRO, CALIFORNIA

SETS innanFR, FFRat rein', '55
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ALL NYLON DOTTED SWISS!

SPECIAL PRICE

29.9

Right on the dot for the do-sido . . . Nylon Dotted Swiss that
never needs an iron! An oversize Peter Pan Collar of white
nylon frames the deep-scoop
neckline. Embroidered nylon
ruffles decorate the collar and
huge skirt. Regularly priced at
$33.98, Special for February
and March only $29.98. Color
choice: Red, Navy, Royal, Pink,
and Yellow. Sizes — 10, 12,
14, 16, 18. Give style number,
size, two color choices, and
skirt length. Allow three weeks
for delivery as all dresses are
"made-to-order."
4D220
February-March Special $29.98

P.S. This dress "made-to-exactmeasure" for $3.50 extra.
Send your complete measurements for perfect fit.

Summerland Brands'
Handmade Ceramic Jewelry
Something New! Ceramic jewelry in
square dance motif. Designed by
Virginia Von Goeriitz especially for
Summerland Brand label. This is the
something different" for personal
gifts or club prizes. Colors: White
with Red, Electric Blue, Powder Blue,
Pink, Green or Black.
"

5J-1 Pin
5J-2 Earrings
5J-3 Pendant
Set of 3

1.95
1.95
1.95
4.95

(Add 10% Federal Excise Tax)

Zane",
SQUARE DANCING'S LEADING SUPPLY HOUSE

SUMMERLAND 2, CALIFORNIA
ON U.S. 101 SIX MILES S.E. OF SANTA BARBARA. PHONE: SANTA BARBARA. WOODLAND 9-4201

FOR THE CALLER — DIPLOMAS 10c ea.

Printed on fine quality bond (81/2 x 11) in three
colors, the inscription is suitable for any caller
to present to his dancers at the end of a class
series. These diplomas are available at lac a copy
when ordering 10 or more at a time. Available
for Round or Square Dancing.

SETS IN ORDER 462 N. Robertson, L.A. 48
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Marlinda Records again present a novel
SQUARE DANCE Label record by
Lank Thompson
#713—HOEDOWN BOOGIE/
A NEW SIOUX CITY SUE
Instrumentals on above—#7013
Don't forget to ask for your copy
of Lank's "Mr. Sandman" and
"Red River Valley" — #709.
Instrumentals on #1009
THESE ARE REALLY A MUST FOR YOUR COLLECTION

BABCOCK ENGINEERING CO.
618 S. Glenwood Pl., Burbank, Calif.

A NEW MUSICAL SOUND
For Your Dancing Pleasure!
featuring

The Harmonica Artistry of

ENGLISH GIRL CALLER AND HER TEAM
Pictured here are Thelma Connor, of Cheshire, England, and her square dancing group
of young folks. Last year Thelma spent quite
a few months in the United States, especially
in the Los Angeles area, where she visited
dozens of square dance clubs, picking up a lot
of pertinent information as well as a lot of
square dancing good will, to carry with her
back to England.
DANCER HAS BOOK PUBLISHED
Frank Bryan, of Groesbeck, Texas, whose
words have appeared in our pages from time
to time, has just had his first naval, "The
Long Shadow," published by Comet Press
Books, of New York. Frank says action of the
book takes place in Texas and square dancing
is, (of course!) mentioned in one place as
background. The publishers were most enthusiastic in their comments
thiS first novel
saying in part, "
one of the most exciting
spy stories we've read in a long time. Mr.
Bryan's style is brisk and taut, so that his book
is swift-paced. The plot, which is ingenious,
captures and sustains reader interest . .
T1

1 k

LEO DIAMOND and ORCHESTRA

"EASY MELODY"
(Ambassador 1005)
A simple and fun-to-do dance
by Ben and Rol Highburger of Dallas, Texas

IT'S NEW!
A "TEACHING" ALBUM OF SQUARES!

Chosen by the
Southern California Round Dance Teachers
for the Dance of the Month for February
Available thru your local Distributor
or contact

Ambassador Record Co.
2990 W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 6, Calif.

28

"SQUARES FOR EVERYONE"
JACK McKAY — Caller
For use in Home, School, or Classroom
Contains 7 Drills • 7 Complete Squares • McKayCzarnowski Book • Instruction Sheets • $5.95
Used by Univ. of Calif. P. E. Dept. and Prominent
Teachers in California, Oregon, Washington & Canada

PROMENADE RECORD COMPANY
"PRE-TESTED RECORDS"
1475 Haight Street, San Francisco, California
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
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LONGHORN

latest releases
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THIS OLE' HOUSE, an original dance by
Marcus Long of Dallas, Texas, and called
by Ross Carney on Longhorn Record #109,
Flip Side instrumental.

SILK SCREEN PRINTED

200—I MISS MY SWISS (Couple Dance)
THIS OLE' HOUSE (Couple Dance)
Music: Lester Woytek's Melody Cowhands

MINIMUM ORDER — 50 SIGNS

SIZE — 11" x 14" — 2 COLORS

50 PAPER SIGNS $14.20
50 CARD SIGNS $18.85

Postage Paid on Prepaid Orders

QUOTATIONS FREE ON
SPECIAL DESIGNED SIGNS
and AUTO BUMPER STRIPS

(Instructions with all Longhorn Records)

PYRAMID DISPLAYS

At Your Favorite Dealer:

1531 SOUTH RIDGELAND AVENUE
BERWYN, ILLINOIS

LONGHORN RECORDS
Route 7, Box 937, Houston, Texas

New York
The Long Island Square Dance Callers
started the 1955 season with a whirl at their
Annual Square Dance Festival. Dick Quigley's
Square Dance Band made the music for the
imposing list of callers, including Al MacLeod,
Fred Corbitt, Eleanor MacLeod, Joe Maybrown, Joe Rechter, Curt Cheney, Bob Weschler, Bill Kattke, Don Begenau, Stan Galowin,
Fred Franz, Bill Henricksen, Hal Rice, Blanche
Karl, and Bill Winey. Refreshments were
served during intermission and it was, in all,
a large evening.
41‘.
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STARTS
PLACE
INSTRUCTOR
PHONE

Buffalo Squares had Rickey Holden to call
for them in December and Travelin' Ed Gilmore in January. This is a lively group which
puts out their own newspaper, a neatly
mimeo-ed sheet keeping members up to date
on what's what.

SECOND ROUND DANCE ROUNDUP
The first Round Dance Roundup held in
Los Angeles area in the fall proved so successful that a second one is already being
planned. This is scheduled to be held May 1,
in the Long Beach Municipal Auditorium.
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CALIrONE'S 1055 Model 24V-5

Gordon
E. Hoyt, noted
Square Dance
Caller, and October
"Cc:tier-of-the-month, says: "For the past three

SINGLE UNIT SOUND SYSTEM

•• •

years I have used your Califone sound systems exclusively
in all of my classes, club dances
and tour engagements ... I recently
acquired your new Model 24V-5 and find
it to be even better in all ways than other
systems. Your new stroboscope turntable and
built-in handy center piece for 45 RPM records are
most valuable to a Caller or Teacher ... For
some time now I have wanted to use the
Talking Books but have not been able to,
and your new model conveniently sup?Aug
plies this need with its 4th speed.
I have recorded for C. P. MacGregor and also Marlinda
• Built-in
Recording Co. and have
not found any better
f
•
equipment even in
_"
• Improved
these professional stu-

7eateete4

"QUARTET" Turntable

HIGH FIDELITY Ceramic Pickup
VARIPOLE Variable Speed Control

dios !

For full information, write for Catalogue 960

CALITONE CORPORATION

1041 N. Sycamore Ave.
Hollywood 38, California
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Mid II hi Ilii Yv1e i 11
(To be introduced at Convention in Fresno, Calif., Feb. 19 20)
-

By Ralph and Eve Maxhimer, North Hollywood, Calif.

Record: Melody of Love, RCA Victor #20-5973.
Position: Open, facing LOD.
Footwork: Opposite, directions are for M.
INTRODUCTION
Measures
12
Wait.
PART A
1-4
Waltz Fwd Turn, 2, 3; Grape Vine, 3; Twirl, 2, 3;
1 fwd waltz in open pos. As M does R face travel turn in 3 steps W does
-

L face travel turn. With partners facing join leading hands and do grapevine( side, behind, side) in LOD. As W does R face twirl under M's L arm,
M assumes banjo R pos facing LOD in 3 steps.

58
-

Waltz Fwd; Step, Swing, Hold; Waltz Back; Step, Touch, Hold;
In banjo R pos waltz fwd. 3 steps. Then step fwd on R, swing L fwd and
hold for third count. Waltz straight back and open to face partner on the
touch, hold.
Repeat meas 1 4.

9 12
13 16 Balance; Balance; Waltz, Turn, 3; Twirl, 2, 3;
-

-

-

Facing partner in loose closed pos with M facing wall do waltz balance
(side, behind, in place) to M's L, then R. In closed pos one CW turning
waltz ending with M facing LOD as W does R face twirl under his L arm
to resume closed pos, M facing LOD.

PART B
17-20 Waltz Fwd; Waltz Fwd; Twirl, 2, 3; 4, 5, 6;
2 fwd waltzes. M continues 2 more fwd waltzes while W does 11/2 R face
slow twirl in 6 steps to assume Varsouvienne pos facing LOD.

21 24 Waltz Fwd; Waltz Fwd; Balance; Step, Touch, Hold;
-

In Varsouvienne pos 2 fwd waltzes. Balance fwd. Step back to face partner,
touch L ft to side and hold 3rd count, assuming closed pos with M facing wall.

25-28

%A1-14-. lAi-la- %AO IL_
Iry ailL; vraliz -

WV allAt.r 11,0111.4.

4 CW turning waltzes making 2 revolutions.

29 32 Waltz; Waltz; Waltz; Twirl, 2, 3;
-

Continue 3 more CW turning waltzes. W does R face twirl under M's L
arm on last meas to resume open pos facing LOD and ready to repeat
dance fre-, m beginning after 2 meas modulation.

1-2

MODULATION
Balance Apart; Balance Together;
Repeat entire dance from beginning up to and including meas 29. Then
as an ending on the last 3 meas W does 3 R face twirls under M's L arm
as he does 3 fwd waltzes along with her. W curtseys.
Note: Tempo should be up a bit from normal.
The Southern California Round Dance Teachers'
choice for the Dance of the Month for February is:

"EASY MELODY"
Instructions for this dance appeared on page 18
of the January issue of Sets in Order.
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uARE DANCING:
ADVENTURES ING°C113 sQ

It's something new and different in singing squares—and you'll love it for it's
tricky hilarity. Robby Robertson wrote it and calls it; the Sundowners Band plays it.
backed with

BEE A LO

LON* TIME"

Here is a departure from the usual hoedown rhythm that'll tickle your fancy and
give you a new thrill in modern style square dancing. Called superbly by Robby
Robertson and certain to catch your interest.
#7438 (78 r.p.m.) and #4438 (45 r.p.m.)

Special note to callers .

•

You'll have a truckload fulla fun with "DETOUR" as it is easy to call and the folks
really whoop it up when they dance it. "IT'S BEEN A LONG, LONG TIME" is something entirely different and may set a new trend. it's a 4/4 tune cut in 2/4 rhythm
and features "true accompaniment" music with the band playing counter-melody
and harmony, leaving the melody to the caller to carry and juggle as he pleases.
Try your luck with it and see what happens. Field tests have been terrific. Call
for #7138.

Win s*Likeeorbs
5528 N. Rosemead Blvd. 'tjtiSlh FOR DiktiC/tIGli

Temple City, Calif.
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NEW RELEASES BY OLD TIMER
8102—POOR LITTLE ROBIN
HEART OF MY HEART
With calls by Morris Sevada

‘0‘

Music by Johnny Balmer's
Grand Canyon Boys
'...."•b.--.....
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LITTLE ROBIN
HEART OF MY HEART
Instrumental
Music by Johnny Balmer's

Grand Canyon Boys

OLD TIMER RECORD CO., 3703 North 7th Street, Phoenix, Arizona

